INSTRUCTIONS
SIRUI VS-60
Photo/Video Slider

1. Know your VS-60 (as shown in fig.1)
2. Basic Assembly
   ① Put the VS-60 on a flat or level surface. Adjust the feet for desired alignment.
   ② Attach a ball head or video head onto the 3/8" screw of the Gantry.
   ③ Loosen the Brake Knobs by twisting them counter-clockwise, move to desired position and twist clockwise to lock in place.
3. Expanded Assembly
   ① As shown in Fig. 3-1, move the Quick Release Plates (under the rail) to the outer edges of the rail and lock in place. Attach tripods to the Quick Release Plates, with their 1/4" screws, to achieve different heights.
   ② As shown in Fig. 3-2, move one Quick Release Plate (under the rail) to the center of the rail and lock in place. Attach an Arca-compatible ball head onto the tripod and then place the Quick Release Plate into the Ball Head's Quick Release Clamp. The ball head can be used to tilt the slider at various angles.
4. Basic Operation
   With the ball head or video head attached, manually push or pull the Gantry or heads along the slider for smooth, fluid movements. Position the two Brake Knobs to control the distance traveled by the Gantry.
5. Wheel Tension Adjustment
   ① If the wheel tension needs to be adjusted, attach an Open End Spanner to the Eccentric Spacer above the wheel. Turn left for the Left Eccentric Spacer and right for the Right Eccentric Spacer. Only make slight adjustments. Adjust both wheels.
   ② After making the adjustments to the Spacers, move the Gantry to check the tension. If necessary, make minor adjustments until the tension is satisfactory.
6. Packing Instructions
   ① Move the Gantry to the center of the rail and move the Brake Knobs on each side of the Gantry to prevent it from moving.
   ② Move the two Quick Release Plates to the middle of the rail and lock the screw.
   ③ Loosen the End Bracket Locking Knobs and turn the End Bracket 90 degrees to align with the rail, as shown in Fig. 6, to reduce packing size. Tighten the End Bracket Locking Knobs.
   ④ Make sure all locking knobs are tightened before putting the VS-60 into the bag.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.